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Thermodynamics of Ab16–21 dissociation from
a fibril: Enthalpy, entropy, and volumetric
properties
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ABSTRACT

Here, we provide insights into the thermodynamic properties of Ab16221 dissociation from an amyloid fibril using all-atom

molecular dynamics simulations in explicit water. An umbrella sampling protocol is used to compute potentials of mean

force (PMF) as a function of the distance n between centers-of-mass of the Ab16221 peptide and the preformed fibril at nine

temperatures. Changes in the enthalpy and the entropic energy are determined from the temperature dependence of these

PMF(s) and the average volume of the simulation box is computed as a function of n. We find that the PMF at 310 K is

dominated by enthalpy while the entropic energy does not change significantly during dissociation. The volume of the sys-

tem decreases during dissociation. Moreover, the magnitude of this volume change also decreases with increasing tempera-

ture. By defining dock and lock states using the solvent accessible surface area (SASA), we find that the behavior of the

electrostatic energy is different in these two states. It increases (unfavorable) and decreases (favorable) during dissociation

in lock and dock states, respectively, while the energy due to Lennard-Jones interactions increases continuously in these

states. Our simulations also highlight the importance of hydrophobic interactions in accounting for the stability of Ab16221.
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INTRODUCTION

Proteins are the workhorse of the living cell actualizing

the information blueprinted in the DNA. They become

inactive when prevented from folding into the native state

and, under certain conditions, proteins aggregate into

cross-b structures leading to fibrils.1 The latter has been

related to the end product of degenerative diseases like Alz-

heimer’s and Parkinson’s.2,3 Moreover, fibrils exhibit supe-

rior mechanical strength, high aspect ratio, and resistant to

denaturants.4,5 Therefore, biological functions of proteins

that are naturally encoded to form fibrils can involve struc-

tural support and protection against environment hazards.

For examples, proteins in silkmoth eggshells form fibril-

like structures that serve to protect the developing

embryo.6 Due to their importance, cross-b structures have

been subjected to intensive scientific scrutiny.7 However, it

is still not clear what are the main molecular forces driving

the formation of these structures and how they differ from

the ones driving proteins into their native state. Determin-

ing these forces is of fundamental importance to under-

stand the pathology of diseases and to design new fibril-

like materials with tailored properties. This is a focus of

the present work.

Thermodynamics provides a quantitative framework to

study the stability and the forces driving conformational

changes in proteins.8 For example, at ambient conditions

folding of single domain globular proteins is characterized

by a favorable change in enthalpy (DH < 0), an unfavora-

ble change in the entropic energy (2TDS > 0), and a neg-

ative change in the heat capacity (DCp < 0).9–11 The

magnitude of the change in heat capacity increases with

the size of the protein12 and it can be ascribed to non-

polar residues that are initially exposed to water and

become buried in the dry core of the protein during fold-

ing.13,14 The unfavorable entropic energy of folding has

been related to reduced freedom of the backbone and side
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chains (conformational entropy) in the folded state while

the favorable enthalpy is due to the formation of native

contacts. For many single domain globular proteins the

magnitude of the enthalpy and entropic energy are of the

same order (�1002200 kJ/mol)15,16 accounting for a

small free-energy difference DG � 30 kJ mol21 between

native and unfolded states.10,11

Thermodynamic properties of fibril melting have been

studied using differential scanning calorimetry whereby

the heat capacity is measured at different tempera-

tures.17–20 In these experiments, peptides dissociate coop-

eratively and irreversibly from the fibril at the melting

temperature. Irreversibility precludes the use of quantita-

tive analyses to compute free energy differences (e.g.,

2TDS, and DG) and as a result the thermodynamics of

fibrillization remains largely an open question. Further-

more, fibrillization is not an all-in-one reaction similar to

fibril melting. It emerges from a two step process in which

peptides nucleate into small oligomeric units followed by

growth into ordered cross-b structures.21–25 The growth

process proceeds through monomer addition26–28 which

involves two main steps described by a dock-lock mecha-

nism.29–33 In the first step, the peptide assumes mostly

coil structures34 while it docks into the fibril decreasing

the overall solvent accessible surface area. This step is

dominated by interactions between side chains of the pep-

tide and the fibril and it is sequence-specific. In the second

step the peptide locks into the fibril via non-specific

hydrogen bonds between the backbone of the peptide and

the fibril.34,35 Estimates have shown that the slow forma-

tion time of the lock phase determines the rate of mono-

mer addition.29,36

The emergence of fibrils as a nucleation and growth pro-

cess appears to be a general feature of amyloid peptides that

is independent of the amino acid sequences. However, the

dynamics and stabilization mechanism of fibrils were

reported to be dependent on the amino acid sequence. For

example, the stability of polar sequences (Sub35,

GNNQQNY) is enhanced by hydrogen bonds between side

chains and the backbone forming a steric zipper not present

in nonpolar sequences (Ab16222, KLVFFAE).36 Additional

insight into how the amino acid sequence of peptides affect

fibrils were obtained by computational studies of b-sheet

stacking into a protofilament. In the case of b-sheets made

from Ab16222 peptides, a subtle interplay was shown

between an assembly driven by specific interactions between

residues and one mediated by water. The latter suggests that

dewetting could be a driving mechanism of b-sheet assem-

bly.37 In contrast, an ordered one-dimensional water wire

was reported to stabilize b-sheets in the assembly of a proto-

filament made from Sup35 peptides.38 Thus, water plays a

different role in the assembly of polar and non-polar b-sheet

which was estimated to cause a difference in the assembly

time by a factor of 1000.38,39

While the cooperative dissociation of peptides from a

fibril melting at high temperature is irreversible, fibril

growth through monomer addition is expected to be revers-

ible. Evidence of the latter was obtained by studying

strongly seeded solutions in which fragmentation and

nucleation of fibrils was negligible.40 In these studies, amy-

loid fibrils were reported to grow to a reversible equilibrium

position exhibiting a characteristic equilibrium constant

and an associated free-energy of growth.41 Furthermore, by

measuring these free-energies for two Ab peptides differing

in sequence at one position it was possible to estimate con-

tributions of specific amino acids to fibril growth.42

Despite these studies, the energetic terms characterizing

lock, dock, and monomeric states remain largely unclear as

well as thermodynamical quantities required to describe the

stability of fibrils, for example, DH ; 2TDS. The main goal

of this manuscript is to compute these quantities for fibrils

made of Ab16221 peptides and provide insights into their

molecular basis through all-atom molecular dynamics simu-

lations using explicit water models. To that purpose we use

an umbrella sampling protocol to compute potentials of

mean force (PMF) of peptide dissociation from a preformed

protofibril at different temperatures.43 DH , and 2TDS are

derived from the temperature dependence of these PMF(s).

We find that the PMF at 310 K is dominated by enthalpy

while the entropic energy does not change significantly dur-

ing dissociation. The volume of the system decreases during

dissociation. Moreover, the magnitude of this volume

change also decreases with increasing temperature. Dock

and lock states are defined based on the solvent accessible

surface area (SASA). We observe that the behavior of the

electrostatic energy is different in these two states. It

increases and decreases during dissociation in lock and dock

states, respectively, while the energy due to Lennard-Jones

interactions increases continuously in these states. Our

simulations also highlight the importance of hydrophobic

interactions in accounting for the stability of Ab16221.

METHODOLOGY

The initial fibril conformation of our simulations is

based on the cross-b structure for Ab16221 (KLVFFA) that

was resolved experimentally using ss-NMR (PDB ID:

3OW9).44 Twelve peptides have been resolved in the

experimental structure. Each peptide assumes a b-strand

conformation that is arranged to form two anti-parallel

b-sheets stacked on top of each other—see Figure 1(a–c).

To reduce the computational cost of our simulations, we

retain only six neighboring peptides of 3OW9 which we

immerse in 4317 water molecules. Six Cl21 ions are also

added to the simulation box to maintain the system neu-

tral. This system is relaxed for 2.0 ns at 310 K and 1 atm.

To study dissociation, we used a two step Umbrella Sam-

pling protocol.43 In the first step, heavy atoms of five pep-

tides of the preformed fibril were restrained to their initial

positions using springs while the sixth peptide was pulled

away along the x direction (see Fig. 1) in the NVT ensemble
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for 1 ns. This short simulation was used to produce 26

configurations in which n (the distance between centers-

of-mass of fibril and peptide) varied from 0.9 to 3.0 nm.

Second, 26 molecular dynamics trajectories spanning 150

ns each were generated starting from the configurations

produced in the first step. In these simulations, n was

restrained to its initial value by a spring with equilibrium

constant 1500 kJ mol21 nm2. The first 10 ns of these 26

trajectories was ignored and the last 140 ns was used to

compute the potential of mean force (PMF) using the

weighted histogram analysis method.45 Thus, each PMF

was computed from an accumulated time of 3.6 ls. This

long simulation was required to produce repeat move-

ments along the space spanned by n. Moreover, PMF(s) are

computed at nine different temperatures accounting for an

accumulated simulation time of 32 ls.

Simulations were conducted using the OPLS/AA force

field and the TIP4P water model. A cut-off of 1.4 nm was

used to account for short-range non-bonded interactions

and long-range electrostatics were calculated using the Par-

ticle Mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm. An NPT ensemble was

used in these simulations where temperature was con-

trolled using the Nose-Hoover thermostat and pressure

was fixed using the Parinello-Rahman barostat at 1 bar. To

Figure 1
(Panels a–c) Fibril structure of Ab16221 (PDB ID: 3OW9). (a) Stacking of Ab16221 peptides. The peptide being pulled away is shown together with

the one letter code of its amino acids. (b) Cartoon-like representation of the fibril. (c) Backbone structure of the peptide being pulled away (right)
and its neighbor. Residues K, V, F20 of the pulled peptide are hydrogen bonded to the fibril while residues L, F19, A are not hydrogen bonded.80

(Panel d) Schematic representation of the preformed fibril, peptide that is being pulled away, and reaction coordinate n. A color code for residues
is used in which cyan, beige, green, purple, and blue stand for lysine (K), leucine (L), valine (V), phenylalanine (F), and alanine (A), respectively.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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define hydrogen bonds we use a commonly used geometri-

cal definition in which these bonds are formed when the

distance between hydrogen (H) donor (D) and acceptor

(A) is smaller than 0.4 nm and the angle H-D-A is smaller

than 30
�
.

RESULTS

Peptide structure

To provide insights into the molecular interactions that

are being ruptured during dissociation of Ab16221, we

show in Figure 2 average distances between centers-of-

mass of residues in the pulling peptide and the preformed

fibril at different n and for n � 1:3 nm, that is, before rup-

ture. It is clear from panel a in this figure that the

C-terminal (the last three residues: F19F20A) dissociates

before the N-terminal (the first three residues: KLV). At

n51:25 nm, only leucine and lysine remain attached to the

fibril while the other residues have moved at least 0.1 nm

away from the fibril. At n51:3 nm all the residues have

moved more than 0.1 nm away from the fibril. The struc-

ture of the most representative cluster at n51:25 nm is

shown in Figure 2(b,c). In this structure, leucine of the

peptide being pulled away is deeply embedded in the

hydrophobic pocket of the fibril (formed by leucine and

phenylalanine, that is, residue 19, of the peptide facing it).

Surprisingly, this leucine residue is not hydrogen bonded

Figure 2
(a) Average distance between centers-of-mass of different residues of the peptide and the preformed fibril as a function of n. Error bars correspond

to the root-mean-square-deviation of the distance in every window. The average distance at n50:9 nm is used as our reference. Top (b) and side
(c) views of the fibril before dissociation, that is, at n51:25 nm. A van der Waals representation of selected side chains is shown. The backbone of

all peptides is shown where red, blue and green colors are used to represent oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon atoms.
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to the fibril which indicates that its stability is determined

mainly by hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions.

In Figure 3(a) we show the solvent accessible surface

area (SASA) as a function of n. SASA increases as

Ab16221 dissociates from the fibril, exhibiting a plateau at

intermediate distances (1.15 nm <n < 1:6 nm). A sam-

ple conformation at one of these intermediate n values is

shown indicating that the peptide forms van der Waals

contacts with native chains in the fibril but it does not

have the proper alignment required for hydrogen bond-

ing. Conformations with n values within the plateau

region of SASA are defined as dock states. SASA assumes

its lowest value at the global minimum of the PMF, that

is, in the lock state. In Figure 3(b) we study fractions of

coil, b-structures, and 3-helix computed using DSSP46 at

different n values compared to n53:0 nm. For example,

since 66% and 55% of the residues form b-structures at

n50:9 nm and 3.0 nm, respectively, the fraction of

b-structures in the lock state is �0:11. In the lock

state, the Ab16221 peptide forms mostly b structures

while in dock and monomeric states it assumes mostly

coil structures. The transition between these two states is

abrupt.

Thermodynamics

In Figure 4(a) we show PMF(s) to dissociate an

Ab16221 peptide from a preformed fibril at 283, 298, 310,

330, 345, 360, 370, 380, and 400K. PMF(s) are measured

in kJ/mol and they are computed as described in the

methodology section. Vertical dashed lines in Figure 4

separate n values for which the peptide is locked

(n < 1:15 nm), docked (1.15 nm <n < 1:6 nm), and dis-

sociated (n > 1:6 nm) from the fibril as defined by the

solvent accessible surface area in Figure 3. PMF(s) are

characterized by a global minimum at n50:9 nm that

corresponds to lock states and they describe a downhill

process in which no energetic barrier separates lock and

monomeric states. The temperature dependence of the

PMF obeys the thermodynamic relation8,11,47:

Figure 3
(a) Dependence of the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) on n
which is used to define dock and lock states. (b) Fractions of coil, beta-

structures, and 3-helix. Quantities computed at n53:0 nm are used as
our reference. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4
(a) PMF(s) to dissociate an Ab16221 peptide from a preformed fibril as
a function of n at different temperatures. (b) Enthalpic (DH) and

entropic (2TDS) contributions to the PMF as a function of n at
310 K. Error bars were estimated based on the fit of the PMF to Eq.

(1). (c) Electrostatic, Lennard-Jones (LJ), and their sum (total) as a

function of n. (d) Changes in the number of hydrogen bonds as a func-
tion of n. Ab–Ab, Ab–water, and water–water refer to hydrogen bonds

between peptide-peptide, peptide-water, and water-water atoms. Error
bars in panels c and d were computed from block averages where the

trajectory was divided in five blocks. Quantities computed at n53:0 nm
are used as our reference. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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PMFðn;TÞ5DHðn;ToÞ2TDSðn;ToÞ1

DCpðn;ToÞ ðT2ToÞ2T log
T

To

� �� �
;

(1)

where DHðn;ToÞ; DSðn;ToÞ, and DCpðn;ToÞ correspond

to changes in the enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity at To.

To provide insight into how DH and 2ToDS contribute to

the PMF at To 5 310K, we fit our PMF(s) to Eq. (1) for each

n value.48,49 DH and 2TDS are illustrated in Figure 4(b)

showing that the PMF is dominated by enthalpy while dis-

sociation accounts for only a small change in the entropic

energy. 2TDS is expected to emerge mainly from differen-

ces in the number of conformations of the peptide (configu-

rational entropy) and water molecules around the peptide

(shell water) that contribute favorably and unfavorably,

respectively, to dissociation.39 The number of conforma-

tions that a peptide can assume increases drastically with its

size.50 For small peptides, for example, Ab16221, the

increase in the configurational entropy during dissociation

could be compensated by the entropic cost of solvating

non-polar side accounting for the observed small 2TDS.

Notice that the fit of the computed PMF(s) to Eq. (1)

also provide an estimate of DCpðn;ToÞ.51 This quantity

is associated to the curvature of the PMF with respect to

temperature [see Eq. (1)]. This requires accurate esti-

mates of the PMF and large errors are often associated

with DCp computed from molecular dynamics simula-

tions. Accordingly, from our least-square-fit we find that

at n50:95 nm and To 5 310 K, DCp50:3160:82 kJ

mol21 K21. While we can conclude from this estimate

that DCp is small, it is not possible to infer its sign with

confidence. Determining the sign of DCp could be a

means to quantify the role played by non-polar groups

in the stability of fibrils. For example, in the case of

globular proteins DCp of unfolding is positive and its

magnitude increases with the number of non-polar resi-

dues that become exposed to the solvent.12,52 This has

been an important argument in favor of the hydrophobic

effect being a main interaction stabilizing native protein

structures53 although rupture of intra-backbone hydro-

gen bonds has also been associated to the large and posi-

tive DCp of protein unfolding.54 In the case of fibril,

both non-polar side chains and polar groups of the back-

bone could contribute significantly to DCp of peptide

dissociation. Since a positive and negative change in heat

capacity are ascribed to non-polar and polar solva-

tion,52,55 DCp for peptide dissociation could be both

positive and negative. Accordingly, DCp for fibrillization

of insulin has been reported to be negative,56 whereas it

was found to be positive for the N47A mutant of the a-

spectrin SH3 domain.18 More extensive simulations are

required to decrease error bars in our computed DCp.

In Figure 4(c) we study how electrostatic and Lennard–

Jones components of the enthalpy contribute to adding

Ab16221 to the fibril. The electrostatic energy increases in

the dock state and it decreases in the lock state as Ab16221

approaches the fibril. The latter can be explained by elec-

trostatic interactions between peptide-water and fibril-

water that are lost as n decreases without being compen-

sated by favorable peptide-fibril electrostatic energy [see

Fig. 5(a)]. In contrast, the reduction in electrostatic energy

as the peptide locks into the fibril is dominated by favor-

able electrostatic interactions between peptide–fibril and

water–water [see Fig. 5(a)]. In Figure 4(c) we observe that

the Lennard–Jones energy decreases almost continuously

in dock and lock states as n decreases. It is dominated by

the formation of Lennard–Jones interactions between

peptide-fibril [see Fig. 5(b)]. The sum of electrostatic and

Lennard–Jones energies [see Fig. 4(c)] fluctuates consider-

ably around zero in the dock and dissociated states whereas

it decreases in the lock state with decreasing n.

Figure 5
(a) Electrostatic and (b) Lennard–Jones energies decomposed into pep-
tide–fibril (black), peptide–water (red), fibril–water (green), and water–

water (blue) interactions. Pep–fib, pep–wat, fib–wat, and wat–wat refer
to projections of the energy into peptide-fibril, peptide-water, fibril-

water and water-water interactions. Error bars were computed through

block averages where the trajectory was divided in five blocks. Quanti-
ties computed at n53:0 nm are used as our reference. [Color figure can

be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.
com.]
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In Figure 4(d), we study how the number of hydrogen

bonds changes as a function of n. As shown previ-

ously57–59 there is a compensatory mechanism in which

the formation of one interpeptide hydrogen bond is pre-

ceded by the rupture of two peptide–water bonds leading

to the formation of one additional water–water bond.

For the dissociation process studied here, the compensa-

tion is not perfect as there are 2.5 additional hydrogen

bonds in the system when the peptide is locked into the

fibril compared to when it is in solution. Since in all-

atom models, hydrogen bonds emerge from electrostatic

interactions involving two electronegative atoms and one

hydrogen, the formation of 2.5 extra hydrogen bonds in

the lock state could explain part of the favorable electro-

static energy at n � 0:9 in Figure 4(c).

Volumetric properties

In Figure 6(a), we show the effective volume change of

the system DV ðnÞ when the peptide is brought to a distance

n from the fibril all the way from n53:0 nm at 310 K. In

other words, DV ðnÞ � V ðnÞ2V ð3:0 nmÞ, where V ðnÞ is

the average volume of the simulation box at n. Notice that

the volume occupied by water molecules that are at a large

distance from the fibril/peptide, that is, bulk water, does not

depend on n. Therefore, bulk water does not contribute to

DV ðnÞ. Only the volume of molecules around the peptide

will contribute to DV ðnÞ. The maximum volume change

occurs when the peptide dissociates from the lock state

(n50:9 nm) and its magnitude is �0:05 nm3. This corre-

sponds approximately to the volume of one water molecule

at ambient conditions.48 This DV is consistent with the vol-

ume change to dissociate a disulfide deficient variant of hen

lysozyme from a fibril which was reported to be 0.0166 nm3

(that is, 52.7 mL/mol per monomeric unit).60 In contrast,

insulin was reported to pack efficiently in the fibrillar state

as to decrease the overall volume by 3%.61

At fixed n value, DV ðnÞ decreases with increasing tem-

perature [see Figure 6(a)]. To quantify this effect of tem-

perature on DV ðnÞ, we show
@DV ðnÞ
@T

in Figure 6(b). This

quantity was computed by fitting the temperature depend-

ence of DV ðnÞ to:

DV ðnÞ5DVo1
oDV ðnÞ

oT

� �����
To

ðT2ToÞ; (2)

where we used To 5 310 K. Notice that
@DV ðnÞ
@T

is propor-

tional to the thermal expansion coefficient of peptide

addition to the fibril. It is negative for all n values and it

tends to zero continuously as shown in Figure 6(b).

As a comparison, the volume change associated with

protein folding DV � is also small, for example, �90 ml/

mol for SNase62–64 which is the equivalent of �0:14

nm3 per protein molecule. It has a positive sign that is

attributed to packing defects in the folded state.65 The

later accounts for empty spaces otherwise not present in

the unfolded protein as water molecules can occupy any

interstitial due to its small size.66,67 Thus, unfolding

minimizes the volume of the system through the annihi-

lation of empty space. Furthermore, for protein folding

DV � decreases with increasing temperature68 which

accounts for a negative thermal expansion coefficient of

folding Da� .
68 Thus, with respect to the volume change

and the sign of the thermal expansion coefficient, protein

folding and peptide addition to a fibril share common

features. This is consistent with the reported fibrillization

of insulin that accounted for reduction in the thermal

expansion coefficient of about 30%.61

According to Le Chatelier’s principle increasing the

applied pressure on a system favors states that occupy

small volumes. Thus, an implication of the positive DV �

for protein folding is that increasing pressure favors

unfolding.48,64,67,69–72 Similarly, the computed positive

DV for peptide addition suggests that increasing pressure

favors the dissociated state with respect to the fibrillar

Figure 6
(a) Average volume of the simulation box as a function of n at 283,

310, and 360 K. The average volume computed at n53:0 nm is used as

our reference. Error bars correspond to the root-mean-square deviation
of the volume at n. (b) Derivative of the association volume of Ab16221

into a fibril as a function of temperature computed at 310 K. Error
bars were computed from estimated errors in the least square fit given

by Eq. (2). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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state. This could be the rational for experiments in which

applied pressure caused amyloid fibril dissociation.73–76

Recently, the basis of how DV affects the free-energy asso-

ciated with conformational changes in proteins has been

investigated using computer simulations.48,57,77 It was

reported that DV in the assembly of restrained a-helices

correlates with the enthalpy of the system,77 and in the

interactions between extended peptides it correlates with

the electrostatic energy of system.57 Despite these results,

the relation between volume change and energy could be

more complex for nonrestrain systems. Accordingly, no

clear correlation is observed here between DV of dissocia-

tion [Fig. 6(a)] and DH [Fig. 4(b)].

CONCLUSION

In summary, thermodynamic quantities describing

peptide dissociation from a fibril are not easily accessible

experimentally but insights can be obtained from com-

puter simulations. Here, we provided insights into these

quantities and their molecular basis by computing

PMF(s) to remove an Ab16221 peptide from a preformed

fibril at different temperatures using all-atom molecular

dynamics simulations in explicit water. We used the dis-

tance n between centers-of-mass of the Ab16221 peptide

and the preformed fibril as the reaction coordinate. The

temperature dependence of the PMF was used to deter-

mine changes in the enthalpy and entropy during disso-

ciation while the average volume of the simulation box

was computed as a function of n. We found that the

PMF is dominated by enthalpy while the entropic energy

does not change significantly during dissociation. In sys-

tems where the loss of configurational entropy competes

with attractive molecular interactions, for example, dur-

ing binding of actin filament, the free-energy landscape

of binding-unbinding transitions can exhibit an energy

barrier that accounts for a discontinuous transition.78

This is not the case in our system where the PMF for

peptide dissociation characterizes a downhill process

without an energy barrier.

The computed heat capacity of dissociation in our simu-

lations, which determines the curvature of the PMF with

respect to temperature, was found to be small. More exten-

sive computer simulations are needed to provide a confi-

dent estimate of its sign which could be valuable in

determining the role played by the hydrophobic effect in

fibril stability.19,79 The volume of the simulation box was

found to decrease during dissociation. Moreover, the mag-

nitude of this volume change with respect to temperature

was found to decrease with increasing temperature.

These results can be cast in light of the thermodynam-

ics of protein unfolding which is well established. During

unfolding of globular proteins both the enthalpy and the

entropic energy change significantly compensating each

other and accounting for a small change in the free-

energy. This enthalpy-entropy compensation was not

observed in our simulations of peptide dissociation as

the entropy did not change significantly. The latter could

be related to the small size of Ab16221. Also, the change

in heat capacity which is large for protein unfolding was

found to be negligible for peptide dissociation. This sug-

gests that non-polar groups of Ab16221, that is, carboxyl

and amine groups of the backbone, could contribute sig-

nificantly in determining DCp. Despite these differences,

the main term contributing to the free-energy of unfold-

ing and the computed PMF(s) for peptide dissociation is

enthalpy at 310 K. With respect to the change in volume

both unfolding and dissociation account for a reduction

in the volume of the system. Moreover, the magnitude of

the latter in our simulations decreases with increasing

temperature implying that the thermal expansion coeffi-

cient for peptide dissociation (addition) is positive (neg-

ative). Experimentally, the sign of the thermal expansion

coefficient of unfolding (folding) was measured to be

positive (negative)68–70 suggesting that a same molecu-

lar mechanism, that is, annihilation of cavities during

unfolding and peptide dissociation, could underlie volu-

metric properties in protein unfolding and peptide

dissociation.

Our simulations show that the C-terminal of the

pulled peptide dissociates first and leucine is the last resi-

due to remain attached to the fibril. Leucine is not

hydrogen bonded to the fibril but it is deeply buried its

hydrophobic pocket. This highlights the importance of

side-chain interactions in the stability of fibrils. Further-

more, our simulations show energetic differences between

lock and dock states. In particular, the electrostatic

energy of the system increases and decreases as the pep-

tide dissociates in lock and dock states, respectively.

Despite these important insights into the thermody-

namics of fibrils brought up by our accumulated 32 ls

simulations, limitations of the current work should also

be highlighted. In particular, more extensive simulations

could be useful to decrease error bars and provide an

estimate of the sign of the heat capacity of dissociation.

Moreover, insights provided by our work into how

enthalpy and entropy contribute to the dissociation free-

energy could benefit from a comparison between differ-

ent force-fields. This is, however, beyond the scope of the

current work.
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